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Introduction and summary

Conservatives and progressives today approach the challenge of China very differently. Many conservatives, including most of the Republican candidates for the presidential nomination, are critiquing the Obama administration’s policies on China—a tactic designed to chip away at President Barack Obama’s high poll numbers on national security issues and distract from congressional obstructionism on key steps to improve our economic competitiveness at home.

But they are not offering many sensible ideas. Today’s conservative approaches on China—which too often end up shortsighted, inconsistent, emotional, and belligerent—will fail. Strategies that aim for short-term political point scoring—or, even worse, calculated efforts to create a new Cold War enemy—will undermine global security.

In contrast, the Obama administration’s approach is steady, clear-eyed, and focused on results. The administration has pushed back on China multiple times—taking China to task on unfair trade, forming a united front to get China to back down from aggressive actions in the South China Sea, and selling arms to Taiwan over furious protests from Beijing. President Obama’s Asia strategy, which is deepening partnerships and engagement in the region, is designed to ensure that as China grows it contributes to peace and stability and follows the rules of the international system. At the same time the administration does not let differences prevent the United States from working with Beijing on important joint challenges such as North Korea’s nuclear program and clean energy.¹

This progressive approach offers the best tactic for dealing with China because for the foreseeable future China will be both a rival and a partner. Our policymakers have to play the long game, ensuring our strategies for China make sense not just during campaign seasons but for this year, this decade, and beyond. Fostering successful policies toward China requires a steady hand and a concerted effort to refrain from overheated tirades and knee-jerk responses.
But reflexive belligerence toward China plays well on the conservative campaign trail. Already the election has seen the two top candidates for the Republican nomination fighting over who could be more confrontational toward China “on Day 1,” and a conservative candidate for the U.S. Senate using racially tinged advertisements to stoke fears about Chinese ownership of U.S. debt. In The Wall Street Journal, Mitt Romney offered a plainly zero-sum view of the U.S.-China relationship.2

China policy via short-term political point scoring may help campaigns but it does not help the United States. In fact, a fair and mature relationship with China will serve U.S. interests in creating jobs and sustainable economic growth. Steady U.S.-China relations will promote stability in the Asia-Pacific region and security for the global commons. And it will enable both nations to help address transnational problems such as climate change, pandemic disease, energy security, and terrorism.

For their part the American people do not want a needlessly antagonistic relationship with China. In a poll conducted at the end of 2011, 7 out of 10 respondents said strong relations between the United States and China are “somewhat” or “very” important.3 While Americans are rightly concerned with Chinese economic policies, when asked to choose in a 2010 poll whether to undertake friendly cooperation and engagement with China rather than actively working to limit the growth of China’s power, more than two-thirds of those surveyed thought that the United States should pursue engagement.4

Still, Americans tend to see China through the prism of these hard economic times. A recent poll showed that 53 percent of Americans think China is the “leading economic power in the world today,” compared with just 33 percent who said they believed the United States holds that spot.5 The reality: China’s economy runs a distant second to that of the United States. China is not about to eclipse or “overtake” the United States anytime soon.6 China’s rise does not portend American decline.

Moreover, China’s future is not as certain as it might seem. China has its own share of problems—enormous problems. China has a shocking, disastrous lack of clean water. It faces a potentially devastating real-estate bubble. It has a future aging crisis that’s been called a “demographic tsunami.”7 And then there’s China’s political system, which is brittle and riddled with corruption.

The Chinese people are demanding solutions to these problems—demands that are leading to tens of thousands of local protests that the government works hard to keep from coalescing. Officials have been brutally suppressing
challenges to their authority—artists, lawyers, academics, and many others have been targeted. These actions are plainly loathsome and the administration has repeatedly called Beijing out on them.

The challenge for the United States is to press China to make responsible choices that contribute to stability, prosperity, peace, and human rights. This means the way forward for the United States is to combine strong and forward-looking bonds with our Asian allies old and new with a strong relationship with China. The United States should not seek to begin another Cold War or “contain” China.8 Instead, the United States should welcome China’s rise, while at the same time insisting that China adhere to internationally accepted rules and norms of behavior at home and abroad.

This report examines the 10 most debated challenges in the U.S.-China relationship in the 2012 presidential and congressional campaign season, exploring differences between progressive and conservative approaches to China. We detail these 10 issues in the pages that follow, but briefly, here is a summation of the top challenges and the different approaches advocated by conservatives and taken by progressives.

• **Ensuring fair trade.** The Obama administration’s policy of vigorous enforcement and results-oriented dialogue beats conservatives’ refusal to invest in American competitiveness at home; empty, antagonistic rhetoric toward China; and highly inconsistent positions on trade cases. The Obama administration has announced a new trade-enforcement unit and has brought more major trade cases against China than any of its predecessors.

• **Progress on currency.** The Obama administration’s efforts, on its own and with other nations, to pressure China to deal with its undervalued currency have resulted in progress, though more remains to be done. The administration is keeping the pressure on. The conservative answer is both needlessly antagonistic and ineffective.

• **China owning U.S. debt.** China owning just more than 8 percent of our federal debt is not leverage China can use without unacceptably harming its own interests. Conservative hysterics and fearmongering about this complex issue is misplaced.

• **Chinese direct investment.** Chinese investment in our country can be a major source of capital and jobs going forward. We should allow proven national
security processes to weed out threats to our nation and avoid excessive paranoia around Chinese purchases, lest we miss investment-led growth opportunities. Conservatives should take heed.

- **Championing human rights.** The Obama administration has consistently called China out on human rights, speaking privately and publicly with Chinese leaders, meeting with the Dalai Lama twice, and giving our diplomats new forums to engage fully with their Chinese counterparts and the Chinese people to improve human rights and religious freedoms in China. Conservatives’ only answer is even more forceful browbeating of Chinese leaders—emotionally satisfying, but not an effective tactic to make real change.

- **America the Pacific power.** Under the Obama administration new trade partnerships, defense arrangements, and serious connections with regional organizations all support deeper U.S. engagement in Asia. Extremist conservative rhetoric claiming the administration is not investing adequately in defense in Asia is nonsense.

- **Addressing China’s military.** China’s military has grown rapidly in recent years, albeit from a very low base. While some technologies are worrisome, the United States retains a huge advantage over China. The Obama administration is responding to China’s military buildup but is not exaggerating the threat, in contrast to conservative efforts to use the “China threat” to justify unsustainable increases in military spending.

- **Supporting regional allies.** Asian nations continue to turn to America to ensure peace and security. The United States is meeting that need by strengthening relations with our Pacific friends and allies. Relationships with Japan, South Korea, and Australia are rock-solid, and the United States joined with regional players to push back on Chinese belligerence. Conservatives ignore this track record in desperate attempts to tag the Obama administration as abandoning our allies.

- **A friend to Taiwan.** The Obama administration has sold unprecedentedly large packages of arms to Taiwan, including major fighter upgrades, while also upping outreach to the island in ways that will not destabilize cross-Strait relations. Conservatives are left complaining that the current administration, like the Bush administration before it, did not sell Taiwan the most advanced jet fighters.
• **Tackling cybersecurity.** From the start the Obama administration has identified cybersecurity as an issue of grave concern and mounted a comprehensive response. Conservatives who condemn the administration’s response do not understand its scope; they also offer little in the way of new ideas for combating the threat.

In the pages that follow, we will present in more detail these 10 challenges alongside the response of the Obama administration and the misplaced criticisms and hostile rhetoric of many conservatives.
Trade and market access

China must, in President Obama’s words, “grow up” and obey the international rules of the economic game. To this end the Obama administration has brought more major trade actions against China than any of its predecessors.9

It is imperative that American businesses are able to compete on a level playing field in China and against Chinese companies increasingly operating around the globe. China must also bear its share of the responsibilities that come with its status as a global economic power. To the degree that China plays by the rules and shoulders its burdens, the United States has a real stake in its growth. China has the potential to be an even larger market for U.S. products and services, a job-creating investor in the United States and a steady engine of global economic growth. At the same time, as China’s economy matures, the United States will have to invest in its own competitiveness. Our willingness to spend on education, infrastructure, and research at home links directly with our future success overseas.

Unfortunately, many conservatives on the campaign trail are not addressing these issues. The candidates tend to equate Chinese trade practices with currency, when, in fact, the problems with China go beyond the value of the yuan. Former Gov. Mitt Romney’s (R-MA) insistence that he would label China a currency manipulator “on Day 1,” which, as we discuss in the next section, is an antagonistic but ineffective proposal, does not address intellectual-property protection, market access for U.S. companies, or technology transfer issues. While those issues are cited in a cursory fashion in campaign documents, it is unclear what Romney’s or any of the other candidates’ proposals are to counter these practices.10

The tirades about Chinese trade practices are certainly not lacking on the campaign trail—the battle is not over ideas but over whose rhetoric is more bellicose. In a debate last October, for example, Republican presidential candidate and former Sen. Rick Santorum (R-PA) tried to best Gov. Romney in this area. After Romney suggested he would label China a currency manipulator, Santorum responded by saying, “You know, Mitt, I don’t want to go to a trade
war. ... I want to beat China. I want to go to war with China and make America the most attractive place in the world to do business.”

Meanwhile, Romney, Santorum, and most of their conservative congressional colleagues have stymied and opposed investments in clean energy research, transportation infrastructure, and education improvements that experts agree are needed to position U.S. workers and businesses to compete with China in the future.

In contrast, the Obama administration has pushed back firmly, consistently, and in concrete ways in a variety of areas where China competes unfairly—from subsidizing its domestic companies to preventing market access to not enforcing intellectual property protections—without needlessly inflaming tensions. The administration has worked to ensure a level playing field through a number of venues, most prominently the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the Commerce Department’s Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade, and the World Trade Organization, or WTO.

The Obama administration has brought more major trade actions against China than any of its predecessors. Actions taken during the Obama administration to strengthen the U.S.-China trade relationship and push back against unfair Chinese trade practices include:

• President Obama’s pledge, in his 2012 State of Union address, to create a new enforcement unit to investigate “unfair trade practices in countries like China.” In February the president signed the executive order to create the agency, which will open in less than 90 days and include employees from the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Homeland Security, Justice, State, and Treasury, as well as U.S. intelligence agencies.

• Initiating five WTO disputes against China: on wind power components, industrial raw materials, electronic payment services, certain steel products, and poultry.

• Winning a WTO ruling brought by the European Union and the United States against China’s export controls on raw materials used to make steel and chemicals, which will also provide leverage for ending quotas on rare earth minerals.

• Imposing duties to protect American manufacturers under U.S. trade-remedy laws to combat a disruptive surge of Chinese tire imports into our nation.

The Obama administration has brought more major trade actions against China than any of its predecessors.
• Beginning an investigation, at the prompting of industry, into possible unfair trade practices by Chinese solar panel and wind-tower makers.18

• Issuing 15 countervailing duty orders and 22 antidumping orders on 22 different products imported from China.19

• Securing the lift of a Chinese ban on poultry products from Idaho and Kentucky, while urging prompt action to lift four remaining state-level bans.20

• Winning significant commitments from China to improve the protection of intellectual property, curtail the use of “indigenous innovation,” level the playing field for private enterprises, and open the market for Chinese government procurement through the Strategic and Economic Dialogue and the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade processes.21

As President Obama stated during his trip to the Asia-Pacific region last November, “The bottom line is, is that the United States can’t be expected to stand by if there’s not the kind reciprocity in our trade relations and our economic relationships that we need.”22

The strategy behind these firm actions against Chinese abuses was explained to Congress by Deputy U.S. Trade Representative Demetrios Marantis last October. He said the Obama administration believes “results-oriented dialogue works hand in hand with vigorous enforcement.”23 This systemic, coherent, and consistent approach is working.

Compare this to Romney’s current stance. He is talking tough on China now, while in his 2010 book, No Apology, he criticized actions by both the Bush and Obama administrations to hold China accountable for unfair trade practices. Romney wrote:

_The Bush administration’s decision to protect the U.S. steel industry is a case in point—I agree with those who have concluded it did more harm than good. President Obama’s action to defend American tire companies from foreign competition may make good politics by repaying unions for their support of his campaign, but it is decidedly bad for the nation and our workers._24

Likewise, while Romney insists he would impose punitive measures against Chinese currency manipulation, he has hired trade advisors who have consistently lobbied against bills to do exactly that.25 In 2007 former Bush administration
Commerce Secretary Carlos Gutierrez, now head of Romney’s Trade Policy Advisory Group, signed a letter to Congress arguing against a bill to label China a currency manipulator, saying such a law “will not accomplish our shared goal of persuading China to implement economic reforms and move more quickly to a market-determined exchange rate.” This kind of inconsistent policy and overheated rhetoric risk exacerbating tensions without achieving any results.

In fact, the only detailed proposal Romney has offered is one that the administration has already pursued—to create a high-standards free-trade area. The administration is working with regional allies to raise the bar of trade standards in Asia. The United States breathed new life into the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which Asian nations founded in 2005. This trading regime is designed to set high standards for labor, environmental, and legal trade practices, standards that China will have to meet if it wants to join. The possible members of this trading agreement (Japan, Canada, and Mexico have expressed interest in joining the nine nations already engaged in talks) would produce 40 percent of world gross domestic product—more than the European Union.
Currency

China’s undervalued currency continues to give it an unfair advantage in global commerce. President Obama’s approach is seeing results while prominent conservative approaches are both needlessly antagonistic and ineffective.

Romney says he will label China a currency manipulator on Day 1 of his administration. But he does not say what he will do on Day 2. Declaring China a manipulator is a symbolically hostile gesture, coming as it would before he will have ever met or spoken to any Chinese leader. And yet what this designation requires is entering into talks with Beijing, made all the more difficult by the declaration itself.

This is why former Utah governor and presidential candidate Jon Huntsman, who served as the Obama administration’s first ambassador to China, rejected Romney’s approach as “wrongheaded,” saying in a debate, “What he [Romney] is calling for would lead to a trade war.”

Not only is the approach needlessly antagonistic, it is also ineffective. The last thing China’s leaders will do is invite criticism from their own nationalist base by bowing to a hostile, unilateral American demand—even though a more appropriately valued currency will benefit the Chinese economy over the long run.

The Obama administration takes a different, more pragmatic approach to the issue, and that helps explain why, in fact, there has been some movement on this issue. The value of the yuan has appreciated 7.5 percent against the dollar since Beijing loosened controls in June 2010. On a real, inflation-adjusted basis—China has a much higher rate of inflation than the United States—the renminbi has appreciated nearly 12 percent since June 2010, and nearly 40 percent since China began currency reform in 2005. Those rates show progress, although much more remains to be done.

An effective way to pressure China to appreciate its currency to better reflect market fundamentals is to build an international coalition that shares the same policy goals. The Obama administration has carefully assembled such a coalition, which resulted
in a strong statement at the Group of 20 developing and developed nations meeting last October in Cannes, where the group agreed to accelerate a move toward market-driven exchange rates and mentioned China for the first time in that context.31

The Chinese themselves have acknowledged the need to bring their currency in line with market prices and increase domestic consumption. The 12th Five-Year Plan, released in March 2011, attempts to restructure the Chinese economy by encouraging domestic consumption, developing the service sector, shifting to higher value-added manufacturing, conserving energy, and cleaning up the environment.32 But, as happens in the United States, domestic interest groups—mainly exporters and recalcitrant local governments—often try to block reform even when the national government is trying to carry them out.33 Obama administration officials are engaging in frequent discussions with their Chinese counterparts on the importance of these reforms for the United States and for China.
Chinese ownership of U.S. government debt

Some conservatives also fearmonger over Chinese ownership of U.S. debt but this is leverage that China cannot use without harming itself significantly. The Obama administration understands this dynamic and has not allowed bluster over the size of Chinese holdings to prevent it from taking many actions that the Chinese have strongly protested.

Rep. Michele Bachmann (R-MN), a former candidate for the Republican presidential nomination, argued that cutting defense spending somehow increased American debt to China and helped fund Chinese military modernization. “When we cut back on national defense a trillion dollars,” Rep. Bachmann said, “we are, in effect, sending money over to China in the form of interest.”

Her economically distorted comments built on a similar campaign ad run by Citizens Against Government Waste during the 2010 congressional elections showing a “future” China that has eclipsed America through debt. Already in the 2012 cycle, Rep. Pete Hoekstra (R-MI) has run a similarly misinformed and borderline racist advertisement that has sparked a backlash among Asian American and civil rights groups.

Conventional wisdom in Washington holds that America must follow the advice of Gao Xiqing, president of the China Investment Corporation, which is to “be nice to the countries that lend you money.” But China buys U.S. Treasury bonds because it has to manage the flow of greenbacks into its own economy resulting from China’s trade surplus with the United States without sparking massive inflation.

Investments in U.S. Treasuries represent political caution as well because the Chinese people are well aware that China’s sovereign wealth belongs to them. Past investments that suffered losses, such as its 2007 investment in the private equity firm The Blackstone Group, were vociferously criticized in China. In short, China needs to purchase U.S. Treasuries, which means the power in the relationship lies with the United States. Also, although China is a major buyer of net new
debt, the country only owns about 8 percent of total U.S. government debt. The majority of U.S. government debt—nearly 70 percent—is owned by Americans.

Moreover, the amount of leverage China gets from owning that debt is very limited for the simple reason that any threat posed by China deciding to rapidly sell off its U.S. Treasuries would send the price of the dollar plummeting, thereby diminishing significantly the value of Chinese holdings. As Dan Drezner of Tufts University points out: “To paraphrase John Maynard Keynes, when the United States owes China tens of billions, that is America’s problem. When it owes trillions, that is China’s problem.” He concludes that “the utility of financial statecraft is more circumscribed than current fears suggest.”

The Obama administration understands this dynamic and has not allowed bluster over the size of Chinese holdings to prevent it from taking many actions that the Chinese have strongly protested. These include meeting the Dalai Lama twice, selling Taiwan unprecedentedly large packages of arms, conducting military exercises in the Yellow Sea, pushing for multilateral resolution of disputes in the South China Sea, and filing trade cases at the WTO.
Chinese direct investment in the United States

In 2010 alone China invested $5 billion in the United States, a figure that has been doubling annually in recent years. As long as any national security concerns are addressed, there is no reason not to welcome job-creating investment.

Mayors and governors are eager to court Chinese investment in their cities and states. Chinese investments in our nation have created nearly 10,000 jobs, a solid foundation on which to build. The trend is likely to ramp up. “If China follows the pattern of other emerging nations, more than $1 trillion in direct Chinese investment will flow worldwide by 2020, a significant share of which will be destined for advanced markets such as the United States,” according to a recent Asia Society report.

But as this report also explains, “given the parade of political fear-mongering seen so far, those benefits likely will be squandered if steps are not taken to restore clear thinking.” The firestorm surrounding the 2005 bid by China National Offshore Oil Corp., or CNOOC, China’s state oil company, to buy California-based oil giant Unocal Corp., remains the most prominent example of political debate, although it is hardly the only one.

To be sure, some Chinese investments would pose risks for U.S. security. Case in point: Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., a Chinese telecommunications firm with ties to the People’s Liberation Army, which sought to invest in U.S. server technology company 3Leaf. The investment was blocked via a process for screening potential foreign investment in the United States for risks to national security that runs through the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, or CFIUS, an executive branch interagency committee that boasts a reputation for fair and effective deliberation.

Before Huawei was blocked from investing by CFIUS, the company was successfully courted by Texas Gov. Rick Perry (R), a former Republican presidential candidate, for investment in his state. In 1999 Huawei also worked with Romney’s former private equity firm, Bain Capital, on a bid to acquire the software firm
3Com (now a part of Hewlett-Packard Development Co., LP). Conservative rhetoric and practice are dramatically at odds in this case.

The Obama administration’s approach to Chinese direct investment in our country is to capitalize on this potential job-creating investment while also protecting national security. Distinguishing between those firms that pose a real risk and those that do not, especially in the face of continued political firestorms about Chinese investment, is critical. Yet there is no reason not to attract investments from China that create U.S. jobs as long as the process is fair and security concerns are manageable.

The U.S.-China relationship has potential to benefit both countries. By encouraging economic interactions on a level playing field with high standards—good jobs, workers’ rights, environmental protection—the Chinese and U.S. economies will work best for their people and create durable and broad middle classes.
Human rights

The Obama administration time and again speaks and acts on behalf of American core values—democracy, rule of law, human rights, freedom of expression, religious freedom—when it comes to China. In countless meetings with Chinese counterparts, in both public and in private, U.S. officials have raised these issues.

President Obama himself regularly champions human rights. When Chinese President Hu Jintao visited Washington in January 2011, President Obama pressed him on human rights, saying, “History shows that societies are more harmonious, nations are more successful and the world is more just when the rights and responsibilities of all nations and all people are upheld, including the universal rights of every human being.”

The president reiterated that message in a speech to the Australian parliament during his November 2011 trip, saying, “the currents of history may ebb and flow, but over time they move—decidedly, decisively—in a single direction. History is on the side of the free—free societies, free governments, free economies, free people. And the future belongs to those who stand firm for those ideals, in this region and around the world.”

Despite vociferous Chinese government protestations, the president made two strong statements about the detention of dissident Chinese writer and Nobel Prize winner Liu Xiaobo. In one, President Obama noted:

*Mr. Liu reminds us that human dignity also depends upon the advance of democracy, open society, and the rule of law. The values he espouses are universal, his struggle is peaceful, and he should be released as soon as possible.*

President Obama has also met with the Dalai Lama twice during his term despite rabid responses by Chinese officials. Meeting with the Dalai Lama fits within broader concerns raised about religious freedom in China. In response to a spate of self-immolations by Tibetan monks and nuns early this year, Obama
administration Special Coordinator for Tibetan Issues Maria Otero issued a statement calling on the Chinese government “to address the counterproductive policies in Tibetan areas that have created tensions and that threaten the distinct religious, cultural and linguistic identity of the Tibetan people.” Otero builds on comments by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton last November when she called on China to “embrace a different path.”

The administration’s strong rhetoric on human rights is backed up by its policies. America’s decision to join the new U.N. Human Rights Council gives the United States a multilateral forum in which to scrutinize China’s record each year. The administration also restarted a specific bilateral dialogue with the Chinese on human rights and religious freedoms, which Beijing obviously dislikes. And the administration has spent millions of dollars on software designed to allow dissidents to circumvent China’s “great firewall.”

The Obama administration also posted ambassadors to Beijing capable of demonstrating U.S. resolve on human rights and religious rights in ways the Chinese people understand and the Chinese government is hard-pressed to combat. Ambassador Gary Locke’s forthright comments on the human rights situation in China draw criticism from Communist Party media outlets. Undeterred, Ambassador Locke keeps it up, noting to TV host Charlie Rose in January that China’s human rights situation is “in a down period, and it’s getting worse.”

To be sure, Chinese leaders deserve credit for success in poverty reduction, including a recent move to increase the income threshold for poverty, which allowed more Chinese to receive state antipoverty subsidies. But notable success in poverty reduction does not serve as an excuse for political repression. China’s brutal crackdown on dissidents, lawyers, professors, protesters, and artists continues.

Conservatives will argue these initiatives are not enough. They claim that the administration must do something—anything—more. Romney argues in his foreign policy white paper that the Obama administration has “relegated the future of freedom to second or third place.” Robert Kaufman of the Foreign Policy Initiative, a prominent conservative academic, falsely suggests that President Obama “made no mention of democracy or freedom in his meetings … with a brutally authoritarian Chinese leadership bent on hegemony rather than equilibrium in East Asia.”
They and other conservatives argue for louder, more forceful browbeating of China’s leaders. Any proposed action, though, must be considered in light of how, specifically, it will improve the lives of people in China—this has to be America’s focus. Ultimately, while the United States can help, insisting that their government respect human rights and dignity rests largely in the hands of the Chinese people.

Increasingly, the Chinese are taking that responsibility in hand. During 2011 public outrage affected the government’s response following a high-speed train crash in Wenzhou in eastern China, protests over a chemical plant in the northeast port city of Dalian, and demonstrations against official sales of village land in Wukan in southeast China. In Wukan, for example, protests pushed the Communist Party to respond to citizens’ demands for new local leadership, and Wukan was permitted to hold elections in February.\(^{61}\)
The United States’ enduring role in Asia

President Obama is walking the walk in Asia, systematically deepening our ties in the region through a major “rebalancing” initiative. These steps will encourage China to make responsible choices and also allow the United States to capitalize on the great economic opportunities that Asia holds.

Conservatives’ narrative is only about the China threat. In a recent speech at the Citadel military academy in South Carolina, Romney adopted an ominous tone about China’s growing power—a tone that seemed to question the necessity of working with and shaping the choices of a rising China. “China has made it clear that it intends to be a military and economic superpower,” he said. “Will her rulers lead their people to a new era of freedom and prosperity or will they go down a darker path, intimidating their neighbors, brushing aside an inferior American Navy in the Pacific, and building a global alliance of authoritarian states?”62

The Obama administration does not share Romney’s doubts about U.S. staying power in Asia. The United States has been a Pacific power for more than 60 years and will remain so because the region has been a top focus of the Obama administration since the president took office. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s first trip upon taking office was to Asia, not to Europe, where all her recent predecessors had gone. Asia holds high standing because, as Clinton wrote:

The future of the United States is intimately intertwined with the future of the Asia-Pacific. A strategic turn to the region fits logically into our overall global effort to secure and sustain America’s global leadership.63

The Department of Defense is equally emphatic about the importance of Asia. The Defense Strategic Guidance released issued by the Pentagon in January 2012—the strategy document that sets priorities for defense spending during the next decade—was unequivocal, noting that as the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan wind down, “we will of necessity rebalance toward the Asia-Pacific region.”64
The reasons for this renewed attention are economic as well as strategic. But China poses no imminent or direct military threat to the United States. China is not the new Soviet Union, nor is a new Cold War brewing. In other words, China’s strategic intentions are still being shaped; assuming an adversarial relationship will ensure one.65 The more hostile any U.S. rhetoric aimed at China, the more we strengthen the hand of those in both countries who argue the two are on a collision course.66

Thrusting the relationship into a strategic contest for supremacy will prevent cooperation on the many transnational issues that will require both countries to solve. As Henry Kissinger puts it:

*A Cold War between [the two countries] would bring about an international choosing of sides, spreading disputes into internal politics of every region at a time when issues such as nuclear proliferation, the environment, energy and climate require a comprehensive global solution.*67

The Obama administration’s deft approach to the region displays a deep understanding of these nuances. The rollout of the Asia rebalancing in November 2011 included new trade initiatives, defense arrangements, and a more serious engagement with regional organizations, the details of which are discussed elsewhere in this paper.

National security experts have applauded the steps. Walter Russell Mead, a frequent administration critic, heralded the trip, calling it “as decisive a diplomatic victory as anyone is likely to see.” He went on to explain that, “In the field of foreign policy, this was a coming of age of the Obama administration and it was conceived and executed about as flawlessly as these things ever can be.”68 Similarly, longtime China watcher and *Atlantic Monthly* writer James Fallows assesses the Obama strategy this way:

*Much like Nixon’s approach to China, I think it will eventually be studied for its skillful combination of hard and soft power, incentives and threats, urgency and patience, plus deliberate and effective misdirection... the strategy was Sun Tzu-like in its patient pursuit of an objective: reestablishing American hard and soft power while presenting a smiling ‘We welcome your rise!’ face to the Chinese.*69
Chinese military modernization

The Obama administration is responding to a growing Chinese military but it does not exaggerate the possible threat posed by China.

In contrast, a number of vocal conservatives have latched onto China as the “next threat,” offering doomsday scenarios as a way of arguing for ever-expanding, unsustainable U.S. defense spending. Romney calls for spending 4 percent of GDP of the “base” defense budget in order to hedge against China and other threats. Keeping that promise will add more than $200 billion in additional federal spending in 2016 and will not buy America more security. Similarly, Dan Blumenthal of the American Enterprise Institute warned Congress last July that America is heading toward “strategic insolvency” unless we make an “expensive effort” to combat China’s military modernization.

China’s military modernization, especially since its details remain secret, is a cause for concern. But it is important to keep these developments in perspective. Despite steady advances, the People’s Liberation Army remains far behind the U.S. military in nearly every way. These include not only technological sophistication, but also modern operational concepts, joint operations, and network-centric warfare. As Vice Adm. David J. “Jack” Dorsett, the Navy’s top intelligence officer, noted last January:

They [the Chinese] are at the front end of developing their military capability. We need to look to the future and not underestimate their capabilities to develop that operational proficiency, but we shouldn’t overplay how competent they are today. I don’t view them as ten feet tall.

Conservatives who call for increasing the defense budget in the face of growing Chinese military spending would do well to remember that America spends nearly six times the amount spent by China on its military when war costs are considered. As for “base” defense budgets, the Department of Defense estimates that in 2010, U.S. military spending increased to $533.8 billion while Chinese
military spending increased to only $160 billion, a gap of $373.8 billion—nearly $60 billion greater than the gap in 2006.76

Over the past year, China’s military unveiled two new weapons systems that caused alarm among some military watchers and created a narrative of China’s military on the march. Looking at the details, though, and comparing those systems to similar American and allied platforms, the new developments come more as symbolic advances than true technical challenges to U.S. supremacy.

Last April China launched its first aircraft carrier, a refurbished Ukrainian vessel that analysts agreed is a relative “piece of junk” more fit for training than warfare.77 U.S. Navy Admiral Robert Willard, head of Pacific Command, said he is “not concerned” by the project, although he did note that the “change in perception by the region will be significant” due to the symbolic value.78 By comparison, America has 11 aircraft carrier battle groups.

Specifically on the question of U.S. naval presence in Asia, Adm. Jonathan Greenert, chief of naval operations, recently noted the United States has roughly 50 ships in the western Pacific on any given day, which he says is enough to carry out American strategy in the region.79 Adm. Greenert’s comments reject the idea espoused by Romney of increasing ship building to levels not seen since the Cold War, at massive, unsustainable cost.80

The other system that has heightened concern, the Chengdu J20 fighter jet, a fifth-generation stealth airplane, garnered much hype when photos of a test flight leaked onto the sites of Chinese military bloggers during a visit by former Defense Secretary Robert Gates. That system, too, is based on relatively old designs and relies on Russian jet-engine technology. Gates tamped down heated rhetoric about the J20 shortly after his visit by putting the technology in context. The United States, he explained, will have on the order of 500 fifth-generation fighters by 2016—more than 300 F-35s and almost 200 F-22s—while China will have a handful of J20s.81

Beyond the J20, China’s air force is shrinking. Why? Because China is following the trend in modern militaries of retiring large numbers of less-sophisticated aircraft in favor of smaller numbers of more modern planes.82

Broadly, Chinese military strategy focuses on relatively asymmetric responses to expensive U.S. weapons systems. As Lawrence Korb, Senior Fellow at the Center for American Progress and former assistant secretary of defense in the Reagan administration, notes:
At the operational level, PLA modernization is not intended to create a military equal to that of the United States’ outright. Instead, the PLA aims to develop a robust “anti-access and area denial,” or A2/AD, capability vis-à-vis technologically superior opponents. The purpose of A2/AD operations is to deny the United States or other technologically superior militaries’ unfettered access to the Western Pacific where Chinese core national interests are at stake, including Taiwan and territorial claims in the South China Sea.

Chinese military modernization requires a response, and the Obama administration is acting. On a tactical level the Pentagon under President Obama’s leadership is currently developing what is known as the “AirSea Battle Concept” to respond to “anti-access, area-denial” technologies, some of which China has been developing, by better integrating naval and air assets. The Pentagon set up an office last November to coordinate the development of AirSea Battle, and the January 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance explicitly identified those plans as a priority.

On a strategic level the administration is deepening its engagement in Asia, and with allies, to constrain China’s ability to disrupt peace and stability. That said, changes to U.S. defense capabilities should be implemented with an eye toward not inflaming Chinese fears of “containment,” which are unfounded and strengthen ultranationalists in Beijing. And they must be paired with a comprehensive diplomatic strategy aimed at increasing trust between the two countries. Recent efforts to increase military-to-military relations between the two countries, however rocky and uneven, represent a strong first step. Conservatives’ military-first approach, which assumes the two nations are destined for conflict, is more likely to create that reality.
Supporting U.S. allies in Asia

President Obama is systematically strengthening ties with allies and partners in Asia, despite conservative rhetoric about “undermining our allies.”87 Romney wrote in The Wall Street Journal that “weakness has only encouraged Chinese assertiveness and made our allies question our staying power in East Asia.”88 In fact, the opposite is true.

A central pillar in the Obama administration’s Asia policy is strengthening ties with friends and allies in the region. The administration continues to push forward a coherent, strategic policy—systematically strengthening bilateral and multilateral ties in Asia—and in doing so creates an environment that will encourage China to make choices that contribute to peace and stability. Such a policy differs from the conservative dream of building an anti-China coalition in Asia, an unrealistic Cold War throwback that our allies themselves do not desire.

Reacting to what they saw as Chinese belligerence during 2009 and 2010, Asian nations turned to America to help ensure peace and stability, and the administration responded. In July 2010, at a meeting of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations in Hanoi, Secretary Clinton joined with her Southeast Asian counterparts to push back against China’s more aggressive stance on the South China Sea. Together, they stood firm in pressing for a multilateral process rather than China’s preference of settling territorial disputes on a bilateral basis, where smaller countries would be more vulnerable to Chinese coercion. Secretary Clinton explained that the United States remains neutral on claims to the disputed waters but due to its interests in the region wants to see the disputes solved in a peaceful manner in accordance with international law.89

When President Obama became the first president to attend the East Asia Summit in November 2011, a similar dynamic unfolded, with China protesting the discussion of the South China Sea, but Asian countries, backed up by the United States, insisting the disputes be discussed and resolved multilaterally.90 And in 2009 President Obama was the first U.S. president to hold a meeting with all 10 leaders of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations.
The administration has also deepened America’s traditional alliances. The U.S.-Japan alliance, the cornerstone of U.S. involvement in Asia, remains strong. In the wake of a dispute with China, the United States reassured Japan that the disputed Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea between China and Japan fall within the scope of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty, and that the United States would meet its commitment to defend Japan. Japan and the United States are working closely together on a variety of security challenges, including the relocation of Marines on Okinawa. In the wake of the tsunami and Fukushima nuclear disasters, America sent 20 ships to aid in the relief effort, dubbed Operation Tomodachi (Friend), including the USS Ronald Reagan.

President Obama’s announcement this past November of the creation of a rotational military presence in the city of Darwin, Australia, slated to host some 2,500 Marines, represents just one part of the biggest leap forward in 30 years for U.S. defense ties with Australia.

The South Korean relationship has never been stronger. In the face of provocations from now-deceased North Korean dictator Kim Jong-il, the USS George Washington was deployed into the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan. At Seoul’s request the Obama administration also agreed to push back the date for South Korea assuming wartime command of its troops by three years, from 2012 to 2015. President Obama hosted the first state visit to the United States by a South Korean president in a decade and last October successfully worked with the Senate to pass the U.S.-Korea free trade agreement. That agreement will add an estimated $10 billion to $12 billion to U.S. GDP annually.
Taiwan

The Obama administration has been a solid friend of Taiwan. Nevertheless, conservatives continue to falsely accuse the Obama administration of abandoning the island. Last September, Sen. John Cornyn (R-TX) called the administration’s decision not to sell new F-16s to Taiwan “capitulation to Communist China” and “a sad day in American foreign policy.” But as Jeffrey Bader of the Brookings Institution notes:

_The notion that is being bandied about that this a capitulation to China, given the unprecedented magnitude of sales [of U.S. weapons to Taiwan] in the first two and a half years of the administration, and that F-16’s were never authorized by the Bush administration, suggests that these attacks are partisan rather than security-based._

Since the late 1970s, when the United States established diplomatic relations with China, Republican and Democratic administrations alike have insisted that cross-Strait differences be resolved peacefully and according to the wishes of the people on both sides of the Strait. The United States opposes unilateral attempts by either side to change the status quo. It welcomes efforts on both sides to engage in a dialogue that reduces tensions and increases contacts across the Strait.

The Obama administration has been a solid friend of Taiwan in support of this policy, including selling unprecedentedly large packages of arms sales. In the last two years, the administration sold Taiwan more than $12 billion worth of military equipment. As a senior State Department official noted on background to Congress, “this is comparable or greater than at any other period in the history of U.S.-Taiwan unofficial relations since the enactment of the Taiwan Relations Act” in 1979.

Kurt Campbell, assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs, provided further detail to Congress when he testified last October. “The United States has bolstered Taiwan’s capacity with a supply of carefully selected defense articles and services, consistent with the Taiwan Relations Act and based on a
prudent assessment of Taiwan’s defensive needs,” he said. “Taiwan must be confident that it has the capacity to resist intimidation and coercion as it continues to engage with the mainland.”98

The Obama administration has also committed to support Taiwan in ways it calculates will not destabilize the situation across the Strait, including upping the level of visits by Cabinet and sub-Cabinet officials to Taipei. To that end Deputy Energy Secretary Dan Poneman visited the island last December and announced U.S. support for Taiwan to join the International Atomic Energy Agency. Deputy Secretary Poneman was the highest-ranking government official to visit the island in a more than a decade.99
Cybersecurity

From the start, the Obama administration has identified cybersecurity as an issue of grave concern and mounted a comprehensive response. Conservatives who condemn the administration’s response do not understand its scope, nor do they offer much in the way of new ideas for combating the threat.

People based in China—some apparently linked to the Chinese government and others operating on their own—are working to steal American trade and military secrets on a massive scale. Others are routing their cyberattacks through China. As the Office of the National Counterintelligence Executive concluded in a report last year, “Foreign economic collection and industrial espionage against the United States represent significant and growing threats to the nation’s prosperity and security.”

Upon taking office the Obama administration initiated a comprehensive 60-day, “clean slate” review to assess U.S. policies and structures for cybersecurity. That review stated, “Cybersecurity risks pose some of the most serious economic and national security challenges of the 21st century.” The National Security Strategy, released in May 2010, noted, “Cybersecurity threats represent one of the most serious national security, public safety, and economic challenges we face as a nation.”

The Obama administration has put unprecedented effort and resources into building the infrastructure to protect against cyberthreats. In June 2009 then-Secretary of Defense Robert Gates directed U.S. Strategic Command to establish the U.S. Cyber Command. USCYBERCOM, as the office is known, opened in May 2010 and was running at “full operational capacity” by October of that year. The Department of Defense also released its first cybersecurity strategy in July 2011.

Cybersecurity is being addressed across agencies, not just in the Defense Department. As Secretary of State Hillary Clinton put it in a speech in January 2010:
We have taken steps as a government, and as a Department, to find diplomatic solutions to strengthen global cybersecurity. Over a half-dozen different Bureaus have joined together to work on this issue, and two years ago we created an office to coordinate foreign policy in cyberspace. We have worked to address this challenge at the UN and other multilateral forums and put cybersecurity on the world’s agenda.105

To be sure, the process of finding solutions to the problems of cybersecurity—both military and industrial—has only just begun. The Chinese government is believed to have been behind a number of recent major cyber breakins, including multiple hacks of Google Inc., EMC Corp.’s RSA unit—which makes the numerical tokens used by millions of corporate employees to access their network—Lockheed Martin Corp., and the Pentagon’s Joint Strike Fighter program.106

Such breaches have negative implications for the broader U.S.-China relationship. As Kenneth Lieberthal and Peter Singer of the Brookings Institution point out, “distrust of each other’s actions in the cyber realm is growing between the United States and China, and such distrust easily spills over into broader assessments of the other country’s long term intentions.”107

To make progress on resolving these threats, global norms or “rules of the road” for cyberbehavior, both state sanctioned and otherwise, need to be established. Going forward, while global agreements about acceptable web behavior are preferable, the United States could first create a web of bilateral agreements that, taken together, can form the backbone of global norms.108 In addition, U.S.-China dialogue on the issue has the potential for progress and should focus on conveying “red lines” and exploring common problems, such as attack attribution.109

Domestically, legislation pending in Congress would facilitate information sharing between the public and private sectors, although privacy concerns should be fully addressed.110 Finally, Chinese capacity should not be assumed. As Adam Segal of the Council on Foreign Relations notes, “despite outside perceptions of the coherence and efficacy of Chinese cyberstrategy, Chinese analysts are feeling increasingly vulnerable in cyberspace.” Segal explains that China’s analysts believe, “The work ahead [for China] is both defensive and offensive, technical and strategic.”111
Conclusion

No relationship will be more important in the 21st century than that of the United States and China. U.S. interests will be best served by insisting China play by the rules—in global security, in global economic growth, in advancing universal human and democratic values—while reassuring the Chinese that the United States encourages their emergence as a responsible world power. This will require steely nerves and firm adherence to a principled, pragmatic approach geared toward long-term outcomes.

Conservative approaches, which too often end up shortsighted, inconsistent, emotional, and belligerent, will fail. Strategies that aim for short-term political point scoring—or, even worse, calculated efforts to create a new Cold War enemy—will undermine global security. An unstable and adversarial U.S.-China relationship would be the worst-case outcome for the United States, China, and the world.

To rise to the China challenge, the United States must invest in our own economy and our own society to ensure we remain the most dynamic economy and powerful nation on earth, and strive to reclaim our place as the most prosperous society where anyone willing to work hard and play by the rules can craft a good living. While pressing China to follow the rules is critical and must continue, solutions to America’s competitiveness challenges lie mainly within. When we strengthen our own fundamentals, the United States will have a bright future with a strong middle class, regardless of China’s trajectory.
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